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Figure 2. Marginalized H0 for a flat ⇤CDM cosmology with uniform priors. Shown are the H0 posterior PDFs for the individual lens
systems (shaded curves), as well as the combined constraint from all six systems (black line). The median and 16th and 84th percentiles
are shown in the figure legend.

Table 6. Cosmological parameters for various cosmologies from time-delay cosmography only.

Model H0 (km s�1 Mpc�1) ⌦m ⌦⇤ or ⌦DE ⌦k w or w0 wa

U⇤CDM 73.3+1.7
�1.8 0.30+0.13

�0.13 0.70+0.13
�0.13 ⌘ 0 ⌘ �1 ⌘ 0

Uo⇤CDM 74.4+2.1
�2.3 0.24+0.16

�0.13 0.51+0.21
�0.18 0.26+0.17

�0.25 ⌘ �1 ⌘ 0

UwCDM 81.6+4.9
�5.3 0.31+0.11

�0.10 0.69+0.10
�0.11 ⌘ 0 �1.90+0.56

�0.41 ⌘ 0

Uw0waCDM 81.3+5.1
�5.4 0.31+0.11

�0.11 0.69+0.11
�0.11 ⌘ 0 �1.86+0.63

�0.45 �0.05+1.45
�1.37

Reported values are medians, with errors corresponding to the 16th and 84th percentiles.

higher probability density when performing the joint infer-
ence, which in turn drives the marginalized H0 value higher.

In Figure 6, we show the joint distribution of H0 and
w. Lensing alone does not constrain w particularly well
(w = �1.90+0.56

�0.41), although there is a degeneracy between
w and H0, suggesting that combining our constraint with
other probes may produce useful constraints.

5.2.3 Flat w0waCDM

The flat wCDM cosmology has a time-varying dark energy
component with an equation of state parameter w. In princi-
ple, w itself could be changing with time. We consider a flat
w0waCDM cosmology in which the dark energy equation-
of-state parameter w is time-varying and parameterized as
w(z) = w0 + waz/(1 + z) (Chevallier & Polarski 2001; Lin-
der 2003). We adopt a uniform prior on w0 in the range
[�2.5, 0.5] and on wa in the range [�2, 2], keeping the same
uniform priors on H0 and ⌦m as in the flat ⇤CDM model.
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